


Transition in ESG  
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) is an important focus area at Dril-Quip, Inc. (Dril-Quip, the Company, or we) and 
we have always been committed to maintaining a culture of integrity through ethical behavior, being socially responsible, and 
driving sustainability through technology innovation. However, 2021 represented a year of great progress along our ESG journey. 
In February 2021, we became a participant in the United Nations Global Compact supporting the organization’s principles 
on human rights, labor, environment, and anti-corruption. Our decision to join the UN compact and launch our ESG website 
afforded an opportunity to increase public visibility of these efforts. 

From a social standpoint, we are continuing our strong employee health and safety record and ensuring our workforce is 
representative of the diverse communities we engage and serve. Nearly half of our personnel reside outside the United States 
and more than 20 percent of recent hires globally are female. We have made tremendous progress in employee and community 
engagement through our Women’s Empowerment Network events and our work with the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers to support science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education to ensure more inclusive and equitable 
quality education opportunities.

Our mission is to 
provide evolutionary 
technologies that enable 
our industry to work smarter, 
faster and safer, and serve the 
energy needs of our global community 
more responsibly and sustainably.



Transition in Innovation 
As opportunities to participate in energy transition increase, we are aligning our capabilities and devoting research and 
development resources to bring higher levels of innovation to the energy transition initiatives of our customers and peers in 
the industry. We are dedicated to lowering emissions through developing ‘Green By Design™’ technologies that seek to reduce 
hardware, tooling, and operational steps and, by doing so, limit environmental and operational risk.   

In February 2022, we entered into a collaboration agreement with Aker Solutions to participate in a best-in-class carbon capture, 
utilization, and storage (CCUS) offering with our customized injection wellheads and subsea trees. The agreement focuses on 
the strengths of both organizations to deliver an optimum solution for carbon capture and storage and is in line with each 
parties’ strategic goals of collaboration and partnerships to unlock value for customers. As a company, we are driven to help the 
energy industry meet the complex challenges to reduce climate impact.

From a governance standpoint, we have added new members to the Board of Directors who, along with our other Directors, 
collectively bring a diversity of backgrounds, thoughts, and industry knowledge ranging from oil and gas to corporate finance, 
international business and technology. Risk management and sustainability oversight are key focus areas for our Board of Directors 
as is the continued review and certification of our corporate policies to ensure our business is fully aligned with our values and 
applicable laws and regulations in the regions and countries in which we operate.  

On the environmental front, we recognize that climate change is an issue that warrants attention across all aspects of our business. 
We are committed to environmental stewardship by actively engaging in sustainable practices throughout our operations 
and doing our part, as a member of the greater energy industry, to deliver products that allow our customers to responsibly 
provide greater access to affordable, reliable energy for people everywhere. During 2021, we also completed our scope 1, 2, and 3 
emission assessment.  We have spent considerable time both internally and with our vendors establishing the baseline we believe 
appropriate to measure ourselves against.  



To My Fellow Shareholders,  
I am honored and excited to assume the Chief Executive Officer role as we enter the next chapter for 
Dril-Quip. I look forward to partnering with our customers, employees, and stakeholders in the coming
years.  Our history of success has been largely due to effective leadership, and I look forward to building 
on that legacy. 2021 was a year of transition, not only for the leadership of Dril-Quip, but from a market 
challenged by the impacts of the global COVID-19 pandemic to a market that is poised for recovery in 
the coming years. We faced a number of challenges in 2021, but we also experienced some notable 
successes from a strategic, operational, and financial standpoint.

First, we closed 2021 with the best safety record in the last 20 years for Dril-Quip.  This is a direct result of 
the hard work and dedication of all our employees, but specifically those that are in our manufacturing 
facilities and on rigs around the world, and I congratulate all of them for a great safety year. 

Second, we continued to make significant progress in our peer-to-peer collaboration strategy as we
signed our second collaboration agreement with a leading industry peer to provide wellheads, liner 
hangers, and other tubular goods and services. This was an important agreement for Dril-Quip as it
gives us broader exposure to customers that sometimes prefer bundled offerings, particularly as it
relates to the development well market that has become an increasing piece of the overall subsea 
wellhead market. 

We also worked towards a collaboration agreement that was announced in early 2022 with another 
peer, Aker Solutions, to supply our customized injection wellheads and subsea trees for use in carbon 
capture, utilization, and storage applications. Not only does this provide a new market for our products 
and services, but it also represents a significant step along our energy transition path. We plan to 
continue to build on these collaborations as we believe that working closely with our friends in the 
industry allows us to deliver superior value to customers and, ultimately, all of our stakeholders. 

Third, we continued to progress our Downhole Tools growth strategy after taking action during
2020 and early 2021 to improve the profitability of this business by exiting unprofitable geographies, 
streamlining our supply chain, and bringing in new leadership.  We saw the benefits of these actions
pay off in 2021, resulting in 35% revenue growth year-over-year. We see this growth trend continuing
in 2022 and expect another 20% plus revenue growth from 2021 levels. Ultimately, we anticipate this 
business to expand to $100 million in annualized revenue by the end of 2023.



Fourth, over the last few years, we have introduced our e-Series suite of products, all of which have 
been Spotlight on Technology award winners at the annual Offshore Technology Conference. These 
products are Green By Design™. As we see an increasing interest from our customers around their 
carbon footprint, we believe our products will become an integral solution to helping them meet 
their carbon reduction goals. The most successful and best example of this suite of products thus
far is our BigBore™ IIe Wellhead System. This system is rapidly becoming the industry standard, and 
we believe it will likely represent more than 60% of all Dril-Quip wellhead orders sometime in 2022.  

We also saw first installations of several other e-series products, including our DXe® Wellhead 
Connector in the North Sea and BADGeR™ Specialty Casing Connector, which is designed for 
high-fatigue applications, in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. We are optimistic that as these new product 
installations gain traction, we will see similar customer adoption for other e-Series products.

We faced challenges in terms of bookings and revenue as pandemic demand headwinds persisted
through much of 2021. However, we are optimistic as we exit 2021 and enter 2022 that demand is 
starting to return and that our booking numbers will continue to improve. The strong finish in 2021 
allowed us to close the year with bookings of $228 million, or a 25% increase from 2020 levels.

We also continued our operational excellence journey driving another $10 million in annualized 
savings in 2021, and we expect efforts in 2022 to create additional annualized savings.  Our LEAN 
projects continued to help us mute the challenging topline environment we have encountered 
during the last few years.   

Cash rebounded nicely in 2021 as the organization was keenly focused on inventory management, 
order-to-cash improvement, and lower costs through productivity initiatives. This cash flow, along
with our strong balance sheet, enabled us to step up our share buyback program in the fourth 
quarter and first quarter of 2022. 

As we closed out 2021, there was a lot to be optimistic about as the world continued to emerge 
from the pandemic and with many industry analysts forecasting the beginning of a commodity 
cycle recovery.  As I write this letter, commodity prices have increased significantly in a short time 
following the Ukraine crisis, which we continue to monitor closely for impacts on our Company 

Statements contained in this Annual Report relating to future operations, financial results, and business plans are forward-
looking statements that are based upon certain assumptions and analysis made by the Company’s management in light 
of its experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions, expected developments, and other factors. These
statements are subject to risks beyond the Company’s control, including the factors detailed in the Company’s Annual 
Report on Form 10-K enclosed herewith. Investors are cautioned that any such statements are not a guarantee of future 
performance. Actual outcomes may vary materially from those indicated. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the 
date they are made, and the Company assumes no obligation to update such information.

Forward-Looking Statements



and its employees.  Regardless of the volatility in commodity prices, 
we will continue to focus on the growth pillars foundation laid in 2021 
and believe those strategies will begin to demonstrate themselves in 
terms of both bookings and revenue in 2022 and beyond.  We will also
accelerate our operational excellence initiatives. Transitioning to a leaner,
more streamlined organization and operation will yield benefits in the 
short-, medium-, and long-term for our shareholders and structurally 
change our approach.

In terms of our organizational alignment, we are undergoing changes
to streamline our leadership, and subsequently our operations, 
around more focused and integrated business units. This will achieve 
our intention of creating smaller, self-contained teams that share a
common strategy and control their own destinies. These business units
are intended to eliminate barriers, enhance customer focus, improve
product and service delivery lead times, reduce working capital, and 
expand operating margins. Further, it will provide the transparency 
within our businesses to allow us to make more thoughtful investment 
decisions that offer the highest return on capital employed. 

Additionally, we will further optimize our operational footprint. Today, 
we find ourselves with too much excess capacity and a footprint not
fit-for-purpose, even when we take into account a market recovery. We
have made strides in becoming a leaner organization over the last few 
years, not only as a result of the most recent downturn, but as a result of 
our LEAN efforts we began implementing in 2018.  However, there are 
still steps we need to take.

This will be a multi-phased approach that we expect to implement over 
the next couple of years. It will involve combining some operations into
shared facilities and divesting the remaining property and buildings. 
Some of the proceeds of these property sales will fund investment in 
new manufacturing machinery. The result of these consolidation efforts
and updated machinery are expected to result in an additional $15 
million to $20 million in annualized savings by 2024 from a reduction in 
maintenance and fixed overhead expenses.

Finally, we will allocate capital in a manner intended to deliver superior
returns as the market recovers while positioning the Company for
long-term prosperity. We are well positioned with no debt and a strong 
cash position. We will focus our capital allocation strategy in three
primary ways. First, we will invest internally by funding our highest 
return projects across our business lines. This will include investments 
supporting market-led research and development and high-return 
projects that drive operational efficiency and savings. 



Second, we will seek attractive acquisitions that will help drive size and scale. This
will include evaluating select opportunities in both energy and energy adjacent 
industries through the lens of a rigorous screening process. Our acquisition 
framework will target businesses that offer stable revenue streams, possess 
intellectual property advantages, and compete in attractive long-term growth 
markets. We believe inorganic expansion will be a key driver for us in the future
to maximize shareholder value and remain competitive. Third, we will continue
to evaluate share repurchases under our existing share repurchase plan, under
which the Board of Directors recently authorized purchasing up to an additional
$100 million in shares.

In conclusion, I believe Dril-Quip is well-positioned to participate in this improving 
market by executing our commercial strategy. Our collaborations, service, quality 
and technology will continue to bear fruit in revenue growth and market share.
We will progress down the path of structurally changing our business with clearly 
aligned businesses under an experienced leadership team that will execute 
growth strategies and drive efficiency and accountability. We will simultaneously 
begin our multi-year roadmap to improve profitability through a structural 
transformation of our footprint and investment in our manufacturing operations. 
And finally, we plan to leverage our strong balance sheet to look outside our
company to inorganic growth that will complement our strong, underlying 
businesses. I am excited about the future of Dril-Quip and the action plan we 
have in place to make us a better organization for all of our stakeholders.



Statement of Operations Data 2021 2020 2019

Other Data

Year-End Financial Position

RevenueRevenue

Operating income (loss)

Net income (loss)

Diluted earnings (loss) per share

Weight average diluted shares outstanding

$ 322 945$  322,945

(124,838)

(127,996)

(3.62)

35,331 

 $  30,381 

38,428 

(9,990)

$  28,438

$  651, 886

1,010,426

–

 $  897,108

$ 364 973$  364,973 

(63,559)

(30,768)

(0.87)

35,260 

$  32, 389

(21,088)

(11,943)

(33,031) 

$  777,681 

1,151,172

–

 $  1,041,528

$ 414 806$  414, 806 

2,803

1,720

0.05 

36,152 

$  34,020

14,678 

(11,501) 

$  3,177 

$  783,549 

 1,206,565 

– 

 $  1,090,701

Depreciation and amortization

Free cash flow

     Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

     Less capital expenditures

   Free cash flow

Working capital

Total assets

Total debt

Total stockholders’ equity

Financial Highlights
(In thousands, except per share data)
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2020
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2019
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Products

Subsea Equipment -

Subsea wellheads

Mudline hanger systems



specialty connectors

Production riser systems

subsea production tree

Downhole Tools - 
liner hanger

Surface Equipment -

Platform wellheads

a platform production tree

Riser tensioners

Rig Equipment -
drilling riser system

wellhead connector
Diverters

safety valve



Services

Technical Advisory Assistance.

Reconditioning.

Leasing
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Core Values and Culture



Employees

Diversity and Inclusion

Employee Development

Competitive Compensation



Employee Benefits

Health, Safety and Environment

Employee Turnover



Employee Recruitment





Jeffrey J. Bird 

James C. Webster

Kyle F. McClure 



Risks Related to COVID-19

Risks Related to Business, Operations and Industry
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Risks Related to Third-Party Relationships



Financial Risks
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Risks Related to Legal, Compliance and Regulations
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Risks Related to Cybersecurity and Technology



Risks Related to Ownership of our Common Stock
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Oil and Gas Prices

. 

 Rig Count

Source: IHS—Petrodata RigBase— December 31, 2021, and 2020 



Business Environment 



Revenues

Cost of Sales.

Selling, General and Administrative Expenses.

Engineering and Product Development Expenses.

Impairment



Restructuring and Other Charges.

(Gain) Loss on Sale of Assets.

Foreign Currency Transaction (Gains) and Losses.

Income Tax Provision



Year Ended December 31, 2021 Compared to Year Ended December 31, 2020

Revenues.

Cost of Sales.

Selling, General and Administrative Expenses.

Engineering and Product Development Expenses.



Impairments.

Restructuring and Other Charges.

Gain on Sale of Assets.

Foreign Currency Transaction (Gains) and Losses.

Income Tax Provision

Net Loss.

Adjusted EBITDA



Cash Flows



Repurchase of Equity Securities

Asset Backed Loan (ABL) Credit Facility



Contractual Obligations



Revenue Recognition

Product revenues

•

•

Revenues recognized under the over time method

•

•

•

•



•

Revenues recognized under the point in time method

Service revenues

•

•

Leasing revenues

Inventories



Inventory Reserves
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Internal Control—Integrated Framework
Internal Control—Integrated Framework



Opinions on the Financial Statements and Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Internal Control - Integrated Framework

Internal Control - Integrated Framework

Basis for Opinions

Definition and Limitations of Internal Control over Financial Reporting



Critical Audit Matters

Allowance for Slow Moving and Excess Inventory













Principles of Consolidation

Use of Estimates



Cash and Cash Equivalents

Trade Receivables

Inventories

Inventory Reserves 

Property, Plant and Equipment

Goodwill and intangible assets

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets



Restructuring and other charges

Income Taxes

Revenue Recognition

Product revenues

•

•

Revenues recognized under the over time method

•

•

•

•

•



Revenues recognized under the point in time method

Service revenues

•

•

Leasing revenues

Practical Expedients

Foreign Currency



Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Concentration of Credit Risk

Earnings Per Share

 

Contract Balances



Contract Assets (amounts shown in thousands)

Contract Liabilities (amounts shown in thousands)

Remaining Performance Obligations
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Brazilian Tax Issue

FMC Technologies Lawsuit 

General



Revenues

Depreciation and amortization
Income (loss) before taxes

Revenues

Depreciation and amortization
Income before taxes



Revenues

Depreciation and amortization
Income before taxes

Depreciation and amortization
Loss before taxes

Revenues

Depreciation and amortization
Income (loss) before taxes



Total long-lived assets:

Total assets:



Stock Options

Restricted Stock Awards

Performance Unit Awards 



Director Stock Compensation Awards

Equity Compensation Plan Information
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Dril-Quip, Inc. (Dril-Quip or the Company) is a leading developer of innovative technologies for the energy 

industry. We design and manufacture best-in-class products for traditional oil and gas, and certain energy 

transition applications. Dril-Quip is known for solving customers’ most challenging problems with equipment

that performs reliably, safely, and cost-effectively in deepwater, harsh environments, and severe service 

applications. Our principal products, including subsea and surface wellheads, subsea and surface production 

trees, mudline hanger systems, specialty connectors, and associated pipe, drilling and production riser 

systems, wellhead connectors, and diverters are used by major integrated, independent, and foreign national 

energy companies throughout the world. Dril-Quip also provides installation and reconditioning services

and rents running tools for use in connection with the installation and retrieval of its products. We are well 

positioned to serve the needs of the global energy industry with major manufacturing facilities in Houston,

Texas; Aberdeen, Scotland; Macaé, Brazil; and Singapore; and service facilities in Australia, Ecuador, Mexico, 

Norway, China, Egypt, Ghana, and Qatar. Headquartered in Houston, Dril-Quip was founded in 1981, went

public in 1997, and is publicly traded on the NYSE under the symbol ‘DRQ’.

About the Company
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